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Reference notes from pre-pages.

2. The proposal relates to concurrence sought for release of Rs. 391.64 lakhs (Rs. 339.42 lakhs under MH-3801 general + Rs. 2.22 lakhs under MH-2403 (general)) to 18 States and 3 UTs as mentioned in column 6 of table-1 at page-20-21/n under the component "Honorarium to Enumerators and Supervisors" for conducting 20th Livestock Census during 2018-19.

3. The above proposal of the division at page-20-21/n was examined by IFD at page-22/n and made certain observations. In response, the division has issued corrigendum to the AA dated 14.05.2018 regarding honorarium to supervisors for Rural and Urban Areas @ Rs. 1.25 and Rs. 1.025 per household respectively and honorarium to the field staff for survey of household as well as non household on 27.12.2018 (F/Z) after obtaining the approval of Secretary/ADF at page-23/n. The division has resubmitted the proposal to IFD with the approval of Adv(Stat) for concurrence.

4. The division has mentioned that 20th Livestock census has been started across the country on 01.10.2018. Funds for the Census are to be released to State/UTs on 100% basis. They have worked out the estimated amount on the basis of the approved norms as per AA dated 14.05.2018 (page-61-69(c)) and corrigendum dated 27.12.2018 (F/Z) in a statement at F1Y and proposed for release of Rs. 391.64 lakhs (40% of the total honorarium) to be disbursed to Enumerators and Supervisors for livestock survey done as on 11.12.2018. The head wise breakup of allocation of funds and availability of funds for the current proposal may be seen in a table on page-24/n.

5. In view of the above, IFD may concur in the proposal contained in para 2 above as proposed by the division subject to compliance of approved guidelines/norms of 20th Livestock Census and the condition that the release may be made by the division strictly in accordance with D/o Economic Affairs OM dated 21.08.2017 regarding Cash Management in Govt of India.
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